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ABSTRACT
Two-phase commit (2PC) is widely used in distributed databases
to ensure atomicity of distributed transactions. Conventional 2PC
was originally designed for the shared-nothing architecture and
has two limitations: long latency due to two eager log writes on the
critical path, and blocking of progress when a coordinator fails.

Modern cloud-native databases are moving to a storage disag-
gregation architecture where storage is a shared highly-available
service. Our key observation is that disaggregated storage enables
protocol innovations that can address both the long-latency and
blocking problems. We develop Cornus, an optimized 2PC protocol
to achieve this goal. The only extra functionality Cornus requires is
an atomic compare-and-swap capability in the storage layer, which
many existing storage services already support. We present Cornus
in detail and show how it addresses the two limitations. We also
deploy it on real storage services including Azure Blob Storage and
Redis. Empirical evaluations show that Cornus can achieve up to
1.9× latency reduction over conventional 2PC.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Databases are migrating to the cloud because of desirable features
such as elasticity, high availability, and cost competitiveness. Mod-
ern cloud-native databases feature a storage-disaggregation archi-
tecture where the storage is decoupled from computation as a
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Figure 1: Shared-Nothing vs. Storage-Disaggregation.

standalone service as shown in Figure 1b. This architecture allows
independent scaling and billing of computation and storage, which
can improve resource utilization, reduce operational cost, and en-
able flexible cloud deployment with heterogeneous configurations.
Many cloud-native database systems adopt such an architecture for
both OLTP [21, 49, 62, 67] and OLAP [14–16, 23, 30, 60]. Nowadays,
as storage services offer essential functions such as fault tolerance,
scalability, and security at low-cost, systems start to layer their
designs on the existing disaggregated storage services [22, 26].

This paper focuses on efficient deployment of the two-phase
commit protocol on existing storage services. Two-phase commit
(2PC) is the most widely used atomic commit protocol, which en-
sures that distributed transactions commit in either all or none
of the involved data partitions. 2PC was originally designed for
the shared-nothing architecture and suffers from two major prob-
lems. The first is long latency: 2PC requires two round-trip network
messages and associated logging operations. Previous work has
demonstrated that the majority of a transaction’s execution time
can be attributed to 2PC [19, 20, 32, 42, 50, 52, 64]. The second
problem is blocking [24, 25, 53]. Blocking occurs if a coordinator
crashes before notifying participants of the final decision. These
two problems greatly limit the performance of 2PC, especially in a
storage disaggregation architecture

Various techniques have been proposed to address these two
problems with 2PC. Some proposed optimizations target the shared-
nothing architecture and do not solve both problems simultane-
ously. These protocols either reduce latency by making strong
assumptions about the workload and/or system that are not always
practical for disaggregated storage [18–20, 25, 45, 46, 55, 56], or
they mitigate the blocking problem by adding an extra phase and
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Figure 2: Illustration of Two-Phase Commit (2PC) — The lifecycle of successful commit (a) and a scenario of coordinator failure (b).

prolong latency [24, 41, 53]. Another line of research addresses
both problems through customizing the storage. Examples include
Paxos Commit [38], TAPIR [65], MDCC [44], and parallel com-
mit in CockroachDB [57]. Existing solutions, however, are not
applicable to general storage services because they require cus-
tomized storage designs that perform conflict detection between
transactions [6, 44, 57, 65] and/or need specific replication proto-
cols [38, 44, 65]. Therefore, they cannot be readily applied to most
existing storage services.

In this paper, we aim to maximize the flexibility brought by
disaggregation without requiring customized APIs for the storage
service. Therefore, a database can adopt existing highly optimized
storage services and thereby avoid the expense of developing a
new one, and can also allow the storage to adopt new mechanisms
(e.g., new replication protocols) independently. We aim to answer
the following research question:What is the minimal requirement
from the storage layer to enable 2PC optimizations addressing high
latency and blocking? Our answer is that the only requirement is
the ability to provide log-once functionality, which ensures that
for each transaction, only one update of its state in the log is al-
lowed. We show that log-once semantics can be achieved with a
simple compare-and-swap-like API, which is supported by almost
every storage service today, including Redis [9], Microsoft Azure
Storage [27], Amazon Dynamo [31], and Google BigTable [28].

We introduce Cornus, an optimized 2PC protocol specifically
designed for the storage disaggregation architecture in cloud-native
databases. Cornus makes two major changes to conventional 2PC.
First, it eliminates decision logging by the coordinator, which sig-
nificantly reduces the latency of 2PC. A transaction is committed
as soon as all participants have written VOTE-YES in their log in
response to prepare requests in phase one. This optimization is
feasible because highly-available disaggregated storage ensures
that after log is written, it will not be lost. Second, Cornus uses
a LogOnce() API based on compare-and-swap functionality to ad-
dress the blocking problem. The API allows multiple participants to
read and update the same log file and ensures that only the first log
append for a transaction can update this transaction’s state. This fea-
ture allows any participant that is uncertain about the transaction’s
outcome to force an abort by writing a vote to an unresponsive
participant’s log.

We study the deployment of Cornus over commercial cloud stor-
age services (e.g., Azure Table, Azure Blob, Redis, Amazon S3, etc.)
and discuss its implications for performance and privacy. We im-
plement Cornus in an open-source distributed DBMS, Sundial [64],
and deploy it on Azure Blob [27] and Redis [9].

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We revisit the design of 2PC in the context of the novel storage-

disaggregation architecture
• We develop Cornus, an optimized 2PC protocol for the storage-

disaggregation architecture. It reduces transaction latency during
normal processing and alleviates the blocking problem.

• We deploy Cornus on practical storage services, Redis [9] and
Azure Blob [27], and show up to a 1.9× speedup in latency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides

background about two-phase commit and the architectural changes
brought by storage disaggregation. Section 3 describes Cornus,
including pseudocode, optimizations for read-only transactions,
and analyses of failure cases. Section 4 discusses the deployment
of Cornus on practical storage services and Section 5 evaluates it.
Section 6 discusses related work and Section 7 is the conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 Two Phase Commit (2PC)
In a partitioned database, each partition has a corresponding pro-
cess called a resource manager that handles reads and writes to the
partition. 2PC is an atomic commit protocol that ensures a trans-
action involving multiple partitions either commits everywhere
or aborts everywhere. 2PC contains a prepare phase and a commit
phase, shown in Figure 2. The process initiating 2PC is called the
coordinator. Resource managers that took part in the distributed
transaction are called participants.

Figure 2a shows the logging events and network messages when
all participating resource managers agree to commit the transaction
and no failure occurs. If the coordinator fails before sending the
decision to all participants, as shown in Figure 2b, some partici-
pants may not know the decision. A participant that voted yes and
then times out waiting for the coordinator’s decision will initiate a
termination protocol. In a naive termination protocol, the participant
needs to wait until the coordinator recovers. If the coordinator
includes a list of participants in the prepare request, the uncertain
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participants can run a cooperative termination protocol. In this case,
an uncertain participant contacts other participants to learn the
decision. It repeats this process until at least one participant knows
the decision as shown in Figure 2b. In 2PC, the coordinator’s de-
cision log record serves as the ground truth of the commit/abort
decision — the final outcome of the transaction relies on the success
of logging this record. The conventional 2PC has two limitations.
Limitation 1: Latency of Two Phases

In the standard 2PC protocol, the transaction caller experiences
an average latency of one network round-trip and two logging op-
erations, as shown in Figure 2a. Such a delay directly affects the
transaction response time that an end-user will experience.
Limitation 2: Blocking Problem

In 2PC, a participant learns the decision of a transaction either
directly from the coordinator or indirectly from other participants.
In an unfortunate corner case shown in Figure 2b where the coordi-
nator fails before sending any notification, no participant can make
or learn the decision.While the decision is uncertain, any new trans-
action that conflicts with the current uncertain transaction cannot
commit, since it depends on the outcome of the uncertain transac-
tion. This is the well known blocking problem which causes data
to be inaccessible due to the failure of another resource manager
not holding the data, limiting the performance and data availability
of 2PC.

Many optimizations have been developed to improve the two
limitations above in a shared-nothing architecture, including elim-
inating the prepare phase, at the cost of making extra system as-
sumptions [18, 20, 46, 55, 56], or eliminating blocking, at the cost of
a third phase [24, 41, 53]. In Section 6, we describe these protocols
in more detail and explain their relationship with Cornus.

2.2 2PC in Storage-Disaggregation Architecture
Modern cloud-native DBMSs use a storage disaggregation archi-
tecture where storage and computation are separate services con-
nected by the data center network (Figure 1b), in contrast to shared-
nothing systems with direct-attached storage (Figure 1a). Many
cloud-native OLTP databases adopt this architecture including
Amazon Aurora [62], Apple FoundationDB [66], CockroachDB [6],
Google Spanner [49], and Microsoft SQL Server [21]. The disag-
gregation architecture allows the computation and storage layers
to scale and be developed independently. It offers better elasticity,
flexibility, and resource utilization, and separates the concerns to
achieve easier management and lower operational cost.

Naively deploying 2PC over a storage-disaggregation architec-
ture increases the logging latency since the storage service is at the
other side of the network. Previous research has tried to leverage
the architectural features of storage disaggregation to optimize
classic 2PC for better performance. Paxos Commit [38] was the
first to develop a theoretical framework. In particular, the protocol
contains four key ideas: (1) A transaction’s fate is no longer decided
by the decision logging of the coordinator, but by the votes logged
by all participants including the coordinator. (2) Paxos acceptors
can pre-prepare to save the first phase in Paxos. (3) Participants can
directly propose the prepared message to replicas (i.e., acceptors),
thereby skipping the Paxos leader to save one message delay. (4)
The coordinator is also the Paxos leader of all Paxos instances. The
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Figure 3: Illustration of Cornus.

coordinator can learn the decision directly from acceptors to save
two more message delays.

Paxos Commit and its followup protocols [6, 36, 44, 48, 63, 65] co-
design 2PC with the underlying consensus protocol in the storage
service. While they are non-blocking and achieve low latency, they
require significant customization of the storage layer. Thus, they
cannot be readily deployed in existing storage services. In this paper,
we aim to solve the long latency and blocking problems without
customizing the storage service. We aim to develop a protocol that
largely retains the performance advantage of Paxos Commit-like
optimizations while being deployable in existing storage services.

3 CORNUS
Cornus is a non-blocking, low-latency 2PC variant that has minimal
requirements on the disaggregated storage service. The only new
storage-layer function needed by Cornus is the logging procedure
LogOnce(), which can be implemented using compare-and-swap —
a capability supported in many cloud-native storage services. This
section presents the Cornus protocol in detail.

After presenting the big picture in Section 3.1, we describe the
APIs and protocols in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Section 3.4
describes how Cornus handles failures and recovery. Section 3.5
discusses read-only transactions and Section 3.6 discusses further
optimizations. The proof of correctness of Cornus is provided in a
technical report [40].

3.1 Design Overview
Disaggregated storage enables the optimizations in Cornus as it
has the following features that a conventional shared-nothing ar-
chitecture does not provide:
Feature #1: A disaggregated storage service has built-in data repli-
cation to support high availability.
Feature #2: A disaggregated storage service can be accessed by all
the participants.
Feature #3: A disaggregated storage service can support limited
computation tasks beyond basic reads and writes.

Below we explain why these new features of storage disaggre-
gation can enable optimizations that reduce commit latency and
avoid blocking at the same time.
Latency reduction. In conventional 2PC, the final outcome of a
transaction is determined by the coordinator’s decision log. In Cor-
nus, we follow the first idea in Paxos Commit (cf. Section 2.2) and
change the criterion to be the collective votes in all participants logs;
namely, a transaction commits if and only if all participants have
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logged VOTE-YES. Figure 3 shows the procedure of a committing
transaction in Cornus. Compared to conventional 2PC as shown
in Figure 2a, the coordinator no longer needs to log the decision,
which eliminates this source of latency.

Features #1 and #2 are critical in achieving this latency reduction.
They guarantee that once a vote is written to storage, all resource
managers can access it most of the time. In Section 3.3, we show
how Cornus ensures correctness by leveraging these features.
Non-blocking. Conventional 2PC can block when a coordinator
fails and its decision log cannot be accessed. Cornus avoids blocking
because the collective decision logs are written to the storage ser-
vice (not the coordinator’s local disk) and thus are highly available
(Feature #1). If a participant is uncertain about the transaction’s
outcome, it can read the votes of all participants to learn that out-
come. The uncertain participant can even write to a log on behalf
of an unresponsive participant to enforce the final decision (Fea-
ture #2). Here we assume that each data partition keeps one log. A
single-partition transaction writes to the log in the corresponding
data partition; a distributed transaction writes to logs of all corre-
sponding partitions that it accesses. These behaviors are identical
to 2PC.

If multiple participants try to resolve the outcome of an unre-
sponsive participant by writing to the same log, they can create
a data race. To avoid this, we leverage Feature #3 and introduce
a new API in the storage service called LogOnce(). It guarantees
that a transaction’s state in the log is write-once — after the first
update of the transaction’s state, future updates to the state have
no effect. LogOnce() is the only extra storage-layer API required by
Cornus and is powerful enough to ensure correctness and avoid
blocking. We will explain the LogOnce() API in detail in Section 3.2
and its implementation using commercial storage services in Sec-
tion 4. We note that Cornus may still block due to a failure of the
underlying storage system. However, in any storage-disaggregation
database, the system would be blocked if the storage becomes un-
available, since all persistent data is inaccessible. Moreover, modern
cloud storage services are typically highly available. For example,
Azure Blob Storage has “11 nines” durability with locally redundant
storage and “12 nines” with zone-redundant storage [5].

3.2 Cornus APIs
We first describe our RPC notation for remote procedure calls and
then introduce the logging APIs used in Cornus.
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC)

We model communication between participants as RPCs. An
RPC can be either synchronous or asynchronous. A synchronous
call blocks until the callee returns. An asynchronous call allows the
caller to continue executing until it explicitly waits for the response.

We represent an RPC using the following notation:

RPC𝑛
sync/async::FuncName()

where the subscript can be sync or async for synchronous and
asynchronous RPCs respectively. The superscript 𝑛 denotes the
destination. FuncName() is the function to be called on the remote
site and can take arbitrary arguments. In this paper, we consider
the following two RPC functions:
Log(txn, type)

The Log(txn, type) function simply appends a log record of a
certain type to the end of transaction txn’s log. It is used in both
the conventional 2PC protocol and Cornus.
LogOnce(txn, type)

In Cornus, we introduce LogOnce(txn, type) to guarantee that
a transaction’s state can be written at most once. It atomically
checks if a log record already exists for txn, and if not assigns the
value in type to the record, namely VOTE-YES, COMMIT, or ABORT.
It returns the state of txn after performing the atomic operation,
which is either type or the existing state, depending on whether
the operation updated the state. This function is used in Cornus
but not in conventional 2PC.

3.3 Cornus Protocol
The pseudocode for Cornus is shown in Algorithm 1. We use a gray
background to highlight the key changes in Cornus compared to
standard 2PC with cooperative termination protocol introduced in
Section 2.1, where a coordinator will send out each prepare request
along with a list of coordinator’s and participants’ addresses. In
the following, we explain the pseudocode for the coordinator, the
participant, and the termination protocol.
Coordinator::StartCornus(txn)

After a transaction txn finishes the execution phase, the coor-
dinator calls StartCornus(txn) to start the atomic commit protocol.
The coordinator sends out vote requests along with a list of all par-
ticipants involved in the transaction to all participants (lines 2–3).
Then the coordinator waits for responses from all participants (line
4). If it receives an ABORT, the transaction reaches an abort decision
(line 5). If it receives VOTE-YES from all participants (i.e., none of
them is ABORT), the transaction reaches a commit decision (line
6). If it times out, it invokes the termination protocol to finalize a
decision (line 7). The latter is unlike 2PC, which unilaterally aborts
the transaction without running the termination protocol.

Once the decision is reached, it can be returned to the transac-
tion caller immediately without logging the decision. It is a key
difference between Cornus and 2PC; the latter would reply to the
caller only after the decision is written to stable storage. This opti-
mization reduces the caller-observed latency by the duration of one
logging operation. Finally, the coordinator broadcasts the decision
to all participants asynchronously (lines 9–10).
Participant::StartCornus(txn)

The participant logic is very similar for Cornus and 2PC. A
participant waits for a VOTE-REQ message from the coordinator
(line 12). If it times out, it can unilaterally abort the transaction
(line 13).

After receiving a VOTE-REQ, a participant votes VOTE-YES or
VOTE-NO based on its local state of the transaction. For a VOTE-NO,
it logs an ABORT record and replies to the coordinator (lines 24–25).
This logging operation can be asynchronous following the presumed
abort optimization in conventional 2PC [50].

For a VOTE-YES, the participant logs the record using LogOnce()
(line 15). There are two possible outcomes. If the function returns
ABORT, then another participant already aborted the transaction on
behalf of this participant through the termination protocol. In this
case, the participant aborts the transaction and returns ABORT to the
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Algorithm 1: API of Resource Managers in Cornus —
Assuming a committing transaction. Differences between
Cornus and 2PC are highlighted in gray.

1 Function Coordinator::StartCornus(txn)
2 for p in txn.participants do
3 send VOTE-REQ to 𝑝 asynchronously

4 wait for all responses from participants
5 on receiving ABORT decision← ABORT

6 on receiving all responses decision← COMMIT

7 on timeout decision← TerminationProtocol(txn)
8 reply decision to the txn caller
9 for p in txn.participants do
10 send decision to p asynchronously

11 Function Participant::StartCornus(txn)
12 wait for VOTE-REQ from coordinator

13 on timeout RPC local log
sync ::Log(ABORT) return

14 if participant votes yes for txn then
15 resp← RPC local log

sync ::LogOnce(VOTE-YES)
16 if resp is ABORT then

# Another participant has logged ABORT for it
17 reply ABORT to coordinator
18 else
19 reply VOTE-YES to coordinator
20 wait for decision from coordinator
21 on timeout decision← TerminationProtocol(txn)

22 RPC local log
sync ::Log(decision)

23 else
24 RPC local log

async ::Log(ABORT)
25 reply ABORT to coordinator

26 Function TerminationProtocol(txn)
27 for every paticipant p other than self do
28 RPC p.log

async::LogOnce(ABORT)

29 wait for responses
30 on receiving ABORT decision← ABORT

31 on receiving COMMIT decision← COMMIT

32 on receiving all responses decision← COMMIT

33 on timeout retry from the beginning
34 return decision

coordinator (lines 16–17). Otherwise the function returns VOTE-YES,
in which case the participant returns VOTE-YES to the coordinator
(lines 19) and starts to wait for the coordinator’s decision message
(line 20). If it times out, it executes the termination protocol (lines
21). Otherwise, the decision received from the coordinator is written
to the local log (line 22).
TerminationProtocol(txn)

In both 2PC and Cornus, a participant executes the termination
protocol when it times out while waiting for a message and cannot
unilaterally abort the transaction. In 2PC, the participant running
the cooperative termination protocol contacts all the other partici-
pants for the outcome of the transaction. If any participant returns
the outcome, the uncertainty is resolved. Otherwise, it will block
until the failure is recovered.

Cornus avoids this problem. Instead of contacting the resource
managers, the participant running the termination protocol tries
to log an ABORT record in each participant’s log using the function
LogOnce() (lines 27–28). If the remote storage has not received any
log record for the transaction yet, the ABORT record will be logged
and returned (line 30). If the log already received a decision log
record (i.e., COMMIT or ABORT) for this transaction, the function will
return that decision (line 30–31). Another case is that the LogOnce()
returns a VOTE-YES record. If the current participant receives this
response from all the logs, it commits the transaction (line 32). If
the current participant experiences a timeout again, it retries the
termination protocol (line 33).

The only case where Cornus blocks is when it cannot reach
the storage service, which we assume is highly unlikely since the
storage service is designed to be highly available.

3.4 Failure and Recovery
This section discusses the behavior of Cornus when failures occur.
For simplicity, we assume each site has one process and we discuss
cases where only one site fails at a time.
Coordinator Failure

Here we list the system behaviors when the coordinator fails at
different points of the Cornus protocol.

Case 1: The coordinator fails before the protocol starts. In this
case, a participant times out waiting for VOTE-REQ (line 13 in Al-
gorithm 1). Therefore, all participants can unilaterally abort the
transaction locally.

Case 2: The coordinator fails after sending some but not all vote
requests. A participant that did not receive the request has the same
behavior as Case 1; namely, it unilaterally aborts the transaction. A
participant that received the request logs the vote, sends a response
to the coordinator, and times out while waiting for the final decision
because the coordinator failed (line 21 in Algorithm 1). Then the
participant runs the termination protocol to check the votes of all
participants. It either learns the abort decision or appends an ABORT
to their logs, thereby aborting the transaction.

Case 3: The coordinator fails after sending all the vote requests
but before sending any decision. In this case, all participants will
time out waiting for the decision from the coordinator. They all
run the termination protocol to learn the final outcome of the
transaction and act accordingly.

Figure 4a illustrates such a case. The figure can be compared
with Figure 2b showing how Cornus avoids blocking. After a par-
ticipant’s timeout, instead of contacting the coordinator, which
has failed, it contacts all the logs in the shared storage using the
LogOnce() function. Since all have VOTE-YES in their logs, each
participant learns the decision of COMMIT and avoids blocking.

Case 4: The coordinator fails after sending out the decision to
some but not all participants. For participants that have already
received the decision, their local protocol terminates. The other par-
ticipants time out waiting for the decision and run the termination
protocol to learn the final decision.

Case 5: The coordinator fails after sending out the decision to
all participants. In this case, all participants have completed the
local protocol and thus have no effect.
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Figure 4: Cornus under Failures — The behavior of Cornus under two failures scenarios.

Regardless of the cases, the coordinator has no actions during
the recovery since it keeps no state and participants can terminate
the transaction on their own.
Participant Failure

We discuss the effects of a participant failing at different points
of the Cornus protocol.

Case 1: The participant fails before receiving the vote request
from the coordinator. In this case, the coordinator times out waiting
for all responses from participants and then runs the termination
protocol (line 7 in Algorithm 2).

The coordinator logs an ABORT record for the failed participant,
thereby aborting the transaction. The coordinator then broadcasts
the decision to the remaining participants. If another participant
also times out and initiates the termination protocol, the end ef-
fect is the same. After the failed participant recovers, it runs the
termination protocol to learn the final decision.

Case 2: The participant fails after it receives the vote request
but before logging its vote. The behavior of the system is the same
as in Case 1 because, from the other participants’ perspectives, the
behavior of the failed participant is identical.

Figure 4b shows an example of this case. The coordinator receives
a VOTE-YES from participant 2 and times out while waiting for a
response from participant 1. At this point, the coordinator runs the
termination protocol to try to log ABORT on behalf of the participants
via LogOnce() . After the coordinator logs ABORT for participant 1
and learns that participant 2 logged VOTE-YES, it logs its abort
decision and sends it to participant 2. The example assumes the
coordinator times out. Participant 2might also experience a timeout,
which will lead to the same final outcome.

Case 3: The participant fails after it logs the vote, but before
replying to the coordinator. In this case, the coordinator times
out waiting for votes and runs the termination protocol. Then it
can see all the participants’ votes from the storage and learns the
outcome. The remaining participants learn the decision either from
the coordinator or by running the termination protocol themselves.
After the failed participant recovers, it aborts the transaction if it
found its local vote is an abort; otherwise, it runs the termination
protocol to learn the outcome.

Case 4: The participant fails after sending out the vote. This
failure does not affect the others — the coordinator and remaining
participants execute the rest of the protocol normally. After the

failed participant recovers, it either finds that it already logged a
decision or else runs the termination protocol to learn the outcome.

3.5 Read-Only Transactions
Conventional 2PC can be optimized for read-only participants [50].
Specifically, if a transaction issues only read requests to one par-
ticipant, this participant does not need to log during the prepare
phase and can directly release locks. For simplicity, we will call such
participant a read-only participant. In Cornus, this optimization
has a small subtlety that we will explain in the following two cases.

The simple case is that the entire transaction is read-only and
the coordinator knows this fact before starting 2PC. In this case,
similar to 2PC, all participants can skip logging in the prepare phase
in Cornus. In practice, we believe it is possible to learn read-only
transactions before starting 2PC in many scenarios.

In the second case, the transaction does not know whether each
participant is read-only before starting 2PC. In this case, all parti-
tions including the read-only ones must log VOTE-YES in Cornus
(in contrast to 2PC which skips logging for read-only partitions).
Such a log is necessary because otherwise other participants will
interpret the absence of a VOTE-YES in a read-only participant’s
log as an abort (e.g., consider a read-only transaction that times
out waiting for a VOTE-REQ and aborts). Although writing such a
log for read-only participants is additional overhead, it can happen
in parallel with log writes of read-write participants. Therefore,
it does not increase the number of log writes on the critical path,
though it might affect tail latency if a read-only participant is slow.
By contrast, in 2PC, the coordinator has an extra log write on the
critical path, to log the commit decision. Therefore, Cornus still has
lower latency compared to conventional 2PC.

3.6 Further Optimization Opportunities
With Cornus, we leverage the functionality that is already supported
in existing storage systems to optimize 2PC — LogOnce() through
compare-and-swap. Now we discuss more optimization opportuni-
ties if storage systems provide extra functionalities.

Optimization #1. Upon receiving a request, an existing storage
service would send the response only to the requesting participant.
By letting the storage service respond to multiple participants, we
can further reduce the latency of the protocol. Specifically, after a
participant’s vote is logged in the storage layer, the response can
be sent to both the requesting participant and the coordinator. As
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a result, the coordinator can learn the votes directly from storage
instead of requiring another message hop from the participant. This
saves one message delay in the critical path, without introducing
any extra messages.

Optimization #2. The optimization above can be extended by
having the storage broadcast its vote to all participants of a transac-
tion. Then each participant can learn the final decision directly from
distributed votes, rather than waiting for the coordinator to send a
decision message after it receives all votes. This further reduces the
overall latency but does not impact the user-observed latency. Un-
like optimization #1 above, this optimization incurs extra network
messages due to broadcasting.

These two optimizations can be implemented as extensions to
existing storage services, without changing the underlying replica-
tion or consensus protocol. If the internals of the storage layer are
exposed to the compute layer, further optimizations can be enabled,
as in Paxos Commit as shown in Section 5.6. However, this exposure
is contrary to our goal of having 2PC optimizations work with any
storage service as long as they support the needed APIs.

4 DEPLOYMENT
In this section, we discuss the deployment of Cornus in practical
cloud storage systems. In particular, this requires implementing
Log() and LogOnce() introduced in Section 3.2, using existing cloud
storage services. This entails two requirements.

One requirement is to guarantee that after the decision is made
it will not be altered, even if multiple participants concurrently ex-
ecute the termination protocol. We can leverage existing compare-
and-swap-like APIs in cloud storage services to support this feature.
The other requirement is access control. In 2PC, logging in the
prepare phase persists both transaction states and the user data. In
Cornus, a participant may need to access other participants’ trans-
action states. This requires separate access control for transactions’
states and user data so that a participant cannot read others’ log of
user data while accessing the transaction states.

In this paper, we studied a wide range of modern in-cloud storage
services on how these services support compare and swap (CAS)
and data privacy, and we deploy Cornus on two of them — Redis
and Azure Blob Storage (a.k.a. Windows Azure Storage for Blob)
for quantitative evaluations in the next section.

4.1 Deployment on Redis
Redis [9] is an in-memory data store that supports optional durabil-
ity and can be used as a distributed, in-memory key-value database,
cache, and message broker.
Compare-and-swap. Redis supports compare-and-swap oper-
ations through the “EVAL” command and Lua scripting [11]. It
guarantees that Lua scripts run by “EVAL” commands are executed
atomically. That is, the effect of a script is either all or none with
respect to scripts and commands of other Redis clients.
Access Control. Redis Access Control List (ACL) [10] manages
users’ access to certain commands and/or keys patterns. We can
configure using the “ACL SETUSER” command so that each partici-
pant has read-write access to all participants’ transaction states but
cannot access other participants’ user data.

4.2 Deployment on Microsoft Azure Blob
Storage

Microsoft Azure Blob Storage is a scalable storage system that
supports secure object storage for cloud-native workloads, archives,
data lakes, high-performance computing, and machine learning.
Compare-and-swap. Azure Storage assigns an identifier to each
stored object. The identifier is updated every time the object is
updated. An HTTP GET request returns the identifier as part of the
response using the Etag (entity tag) header defined within HTTP.
A user updating an object can send in the original Etag with an
“If-Match” conditional header so that the update will be performed
only if the stored ETag matches the one passed in the request [12].
Access Control. Azure Blob Storage supports Azure attribute-
based access control (Azure ABAC). It allows read access to blobs
based on tags and custom security attributes. As it does not support
batching updating items in different ACL groups, we use two sepa-
rate requests to log the transaction state after successfully logging
the user data. In this case, Cornus shows no improvements over
2PC as we will show in Figure 5e. Many applications do not require
the data to be private to the corresponding partitions, in which case
Cornus does not introduce this extra overhead.

4.3 Deployment on Key-Value Databases
Amazon DynamoDB [31] is a highly available key-value storage sys-
tem with rich APIs [2]. It provides “putItem” and “updateItem” APIs
to support conditional puts and updates respectively and achieve
CAS functionality. The “TransactWriteItems” API allows submit-
ting multiple actions in one request including the “putItem” and
“updateItem” mentioned above. As DynamoDB offers item-level ac-
cess control [1], transaction data and transaction states can be kept
as separate attributes in a table or kept in different tables, while they
can be updated simulatenously using a single "TransactWriteItems"
request.

Google Cloud Bigtable [28] is a Distributed Storage System for
Structured Data. It supports conditional writes [7] so Cornus can
implement LogOnce() on top. Google Cloud uses Identity Access
Management (IAM) for access control. It is a role-based access
control mechanism. For Bigtable, it can control accesses at the table
level so that transaction states and logs of user data can be kept in
separate tables. Each participant can have read/write permission to
its own log of user data stored in one table, as well as all transaction
states stored in another table. However, Bigtable does not support
writing to multiple tables in a batch, which, like Azure Storage,
causes extra overhead when using it for Cornus.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we compare the performance of Cornus with stan-
dard 2PC. We introduce the experimental setup in Section 5.1. We
evaluate Cornus in a range of settings to demonstrate its efficacy
in reducing latency, primarily in the commit phase.

5.1 Experimental Setup
5.1.1 Architecture. In this paper, we focus on an architecture com-
prised of multiple nodes in the compute layer accessing a disaggre-
gated storage service. The database data is partitioned, where each
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compute node runs a resource manager and has exclusive access
to one partition. While a compute node executes transactions, it
sends data access requests to the corresponding compute node. At
commit time, one compute node coordinates the resource managers
participated in the transaction to commit. Every compute node can
write log records to the storage service.

We implemented Cornus on Sundial [64], an open-source dis-
tributed DBMS testbed. Compute nodes communicate with each
other using gRPC [13]. It can be either synchronous or asynchro-
nous. Each node has a gRPC client sending requests and a gRPC server
managing a pool of server threads to handle requests.

5.1.2 Compute Node Hardware and Storage Service. For compute
nodes, we use a cluster of up to eight servers running Ubuntu
18.04 on Microsoft Azure. Each server has one Intel(R) Xeon(R)
Platinum 8272CL CPUs (8 cores 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 2 HT) and 64 GB of DRAM.
The servers are connected by a 12.5 Gbps Gigabit Ethernet. Based
on our measurements, a network round trip is 0.5 ms between two
compute nodes.

Cornus can use any cloud storage service and we use the follow-
ing two services in our evaluations:
• Microsoft Azure Blob Storage (Azure Blob) [3]: We use a

StorageV2 (general purpose v2) Azure storage account to store
blobs, with geo-redundant storage (GRS) replication enabled.
Data is stored in two regions. In the primary region, data is
synchronously three-way replicated in one physical location.
Then the data is asynchronously copied to a secondary region
hundreds of miles from the primary. The average time for a
conditional write request is 10.40 ms and for a plain write request
is 10.29 ms.

• Microsoft Azure Cache for Redis (Redis) [4]: This experiment
uses the Redis service provided by Microsoft Azure. We created
a Premium P4 Redis instance of version 4.0.14. It uses master-
slave replication with one master and one slave in the same
region. Only the master node accepts reads and writes. It applies
changes to the slave node asynchronously. The average time
for a conditional write request is 1.96 ms and for a plain write
request is 1.84 ms.

5.1.3 Workloads. We use the Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark
(YCSB) [29] for performance evaluation. YCSB is a synthetic bench-
mark modeled on cloud services. It contains a single table par-
titioned across servers in a round-robin fashion. Each partition
contains 10 GB data with 1 KB tuples. Each transaction accesses
16 tuples as a mixture of reads (50%) and writes (50%). The queries
access tuples following a Zipfian power law distribution controlled
by a parameter 𝜃 . By default, we use 𝜃 = 0, which means data access
is uniformly distributed. All transactions are executed as stored
procedures that contain program logic intermixed with queries.

5.1.4 Implementation Details and Parameter Setup. Unless other-
wise specified, we use the following parameter settings:We evaluate
the system on up to eight compute nodes and a storage service.
Eight worker threads per node execute the transaction logic, and
eight worker threads per node serving the remote requests. The
default concurrency control algorithm is NO-WAIT.

For each data point, we run five trials with 30 seconds per trial.
We collect the latencies for distributed transactions — transactions
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Figure 5: Scalability

involving more than one partition (node) — and take the result from
the trial with median average latency. Running the experiments for
a longer time does not change the conclusions.

We assume the coordinator of a transaction can learn whether it
is read-only at the end of the execution phase. Therefore, Cornus
and 2PC can skip both the prepare and commit phases for read-only
transactions [50].

We describe the details of implementing LogOnce() on different
storage services in the technical report [40]. As Azure Blob does
not support batch updates of two resources with separate access
control, we implemented two versions. In the default version, we
used the same access control for transaction data and transaction
states for all experiments in this section. In the second version,
we use separate ACLs for data and states. Profiling shows that the
second version increases the time for LogOnce() from an average of
10.40 ms to an average of 18.43 ms.

5.2 Scalability
We first evaluate Cornus’s scalability on YCSB as the number of
compute nodes increases from 2 to 8. We set parameters to the
default values described in Section 5.1.3. The results in Figure 5(a–
d) show that both Cornus and 2PC scale well in YCSB with Redis or
Azure Blob. As the number of nodes increases, the latency of both
2PC and Cornus increases linearly. The speedup of Cornus over
2PC on average latency slightly decreases as the number of nodes
increases. This is due to the time spent on RPC calls in execution
phase increases. Overall, the latency speedup is up to 1.9×.
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Figure 6: Varying percentage of read-only transactions

Figure 5e and Figure 5f show the evaluation of an implementation
on Azure Blob with separate access control for transaction data and
transaction states as introduced in Section 5.1.4. In 2PC, data and
states are stored in a resource within the same access control group
as both of them will not be accessed by other partitions. However,
in Cornus, the data and states are stored in separate access control
groups so that two remote logging requests instead of one must
be used for LogOnce() . Thus, Cornus spent ∼9.48 ms more time in
the prepare phase for logging than 2PC (Figure 5f) and shows no
improvement. We conclude that the current version of Azure Blob
cannot benefit from Cornus for applications that want separate
access control between data and transaction states.

5.3 Percentage of Read-only Transactions
We evaluate the performance of Cornus under YCSB with different
fractions of read-only transactions. We manage the percentage of
read-only transactions by controlling the probability of each request
being read in a transaction. With 𝑛 requests per transaction and
each request has a probability of 𝑝 being read, the percentage of
read-only transactions is expected to be 𝑛𝑝 . We expect Cornus to
obtain a latency speedup solely for read-write transactions because
both Cornus and 2PC omit the prepare and commit phases for
read-only transactions, as discussed in Section 3.5 and Section 5.1.4.

The results shown in Figure 6a and Figure 6c match the expec-
tation. The improvement of Cornus (relative to 2PC) grows as the
percentage of read-only transactions decreases. When there are
more read-write transactions, Cornus improves both average and
P99 latency over 2PC by up to 1.7×. The pattern is consistent across
different storage services. The result can be explained by the la-
tency breakdown illustrated in Figure 6b and Figure 6d. Cornus
improves latency for read-write transactions by eliminating the
commit phase, which takes a significant amount of time especially
in Azure Blob with geo-distribution and synchronous replication.
Finally, we note that Cornus spends slightly more time in the pre-
pare phase than 2PC due to the subtle differences between Log()
and LogOnce() (Algorithm 1 Line 16).
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Figure 8: Time to terminate transactions on failure

5.4 Contention
We evaluate the performance of Cornus under varying contention
using YCSB and TPC-C workloads. For YCSB, we adjust the Zipfian
distribution of data accesses through 𝜃 . Increasing 𝜃 increases the
level of contention. For TPC-C, we vary the number of warehouses;
fewer warehouses indicate higher contention in the workloads.
Figure 7 shows the results of both workloads; the x-axis from left to
right indicates low to high contention for both YCSB and TPC-C. As
shown in the figure, Cornus always improves transaction latency
over 2PC — the improvement is up to 1.8 × for YCSB, and 1.9 ×
for TPC-C workloads. Figure 7b and Figure 7d show that Cornus
provides less improvement under high contention since the abort
time dominates the total transaction elapsed time.

5.5 Time to Terminate Transactions on Failure
Figure 8 shows the time to run the termination protocol in Cornus
once it is triggered. In 2PC, there is no bound on the time to run
the termination protocol — a transaction that falls into uncertain
states (due to coordinator failure before the decision is sent out
to any participants) is blocked indefinitely, until the coordinator
recovers. However, in Cornus, compute node failure does not lead
to blocking. In this experiment, we assume the storage is still avail-
able and measure the time to terminate a transaction through the
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termination protocol while varying the number of nodes. As shown,
for up to 8 nodes, Cornus always terminates a transaction within
4 ms with Redis and within 20 ms on average with Azure Blob.
The tail latency of Azure Blob increases more than Redis as the
number of nodes increases. This is due to the geo-distribution setup
and some synchronous replication in Azure. In contrast, the two
replicas of Redis are co-located in the same region and only perform
asynchronous replication, as introduced in Section 5.1.2.

5.6 2PC Optimizations
In this section, we evaluate common 2PC optimizations and com-
pare them with Cornus. These optimizations typically make differ-
ent system/workload assumptions from the classic 2PC; therefore
we conduct the comparisons here instead of in the main results.
Speculative Precommit

The first optimization is to speculatively presume commit in
the prepare phase. This optimization makes the assumption that a
transaction entering the prepare phase is unlikely to abort due to
system crashes. Therefore, a transaction can allow others to read its
pre-committed data while waiting for the log to be persistent. Many
previous papers [8, 33, 37, 43, 54] have studied this optimization.

This 2PC optimization is equally applicable to Cornus. We imple-
ment it in both Cornus (i.e., Cornus-ELR) and 2PC (i.e., 2PC-ELR)
following a state-of-the-art protocol for distributed systems [39].
Our implementation is based on pessimistic concurrency control,
and thus we refer it as Early Lock Release (ELR) in this paper. Fig-
ure 9 compares Cornus and 2PC with and without the speculative
precommit respectively in the YCSB workload. In this experiment,
we use Azure Redis as the remote storage and vary the contention
levels on the x-axis. As shown, ELR can significantly improve both
2PC and Cornus, particularly when workload contention is high.
Specifically, Cornus and 2PC can improve by 175% and 267% with
zipfian theta of 0.99 in throughput. With the optimization, the differ-
ence between Cornus and 2PC in throughput and latency decreases
under high contention since contention becomes the dominating
factor as shown in Figure 7b. In short, for systems that rarely crash
during the prepare phase, this technique can be applied to Cornus
to further improve the performance under high contention.
Coordinator Log

Another common 2PC optimization is to let the coordinator log
on behalf of all participating nodes so that the transaction does
not wait for other nodes to persist the logs. In our implementation,
we ask the coordinator to log for all partitions during the prepare
phase. At the same time, we send prepare requests to participants,
which reply with their votes without logging. Upon receiving the
votes, the coordinator makes decision and appends it to its log.

We implement this technique following the ideas in previous
works [55, 56] and compare it with 2PC and Cornus quantitatively.
In this experiment, we use Azure Redis as the storage service, where
the latency of writing to storage is around 100 ms. In Figure 10,
we see that having the coordinator handle all logging (i.e., CL for
Coordinator Log) outperforms the baseline 2PC by 33% in terms of
average latency since it batches all the logs into one write request
to storage. The improvement is significant especially with such
high latency of writing to Redis. However, CL still underperforms
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Figure 9: Cornus and 2PC with speculative precommit
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Figure 10: Coordinator log

Cornus by 50% since the coordinator needs to wait until both the
data and the decision are logged by coordinator, while Cornus
directly replies to the user without waiting for the commit decision
to be logged.

Note that the coordinator log optimization has several limita-
tions compared to 2PC or Cornus. First, it increases the size of
acknowledgement messages. Second, it increases the complexity of
recovery and raises security concerns. Specifically, it violates site
autonomy which requires internal information concerning the local
execution of transactions such as log records to remain private to a
site and not be exported [18, 19]. Although some works including
Cornus allow other sites to access the log of transaction states,
other sites will not access actual user data in Cornus (the second
requirement discussed in Section 4).
Integration with Replication Protocol

While Cornus directly runs on top of a highly-available stor-
age service through a consensus-agnostic interface, many prior
works [38, 44, 57, 65] manage the replication on their own and
co-design 2PC with replication protocols for further optimizations.
Although these protocols cannot be directly applied to existing
storage services, we still evaluate them to show the potential opti-
mization space when having different assumptions.

We first performed theoretical evaluation on the expected latency
for protocols combining with Paxos. Table 1 shows the number of
Round Trip Times (RTTs) each protocol has on the critical path —
from the time the coordinator starts the protocol until the decision
can be returned to the user. We use A + B = C to show (A) the
number of RTTs in the prepare phase, (B) the number of RTTs in
the commit phase, and (C) the sum.

For 2PC and Cornus, we assume each process (coordinator/par-
ticipant) runs an instance of Multi-Paxos in the underlying storage.
When a participant sends a log request to the storage, it sends it
to the leader of a Paxos instance, which refers to the proposer that
has already run phase 1 to become a stable leader. The leader then
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Protocol # RTT Extra Requirements
2PC 3 + 2 = 5 -
Cornus 3 + 0 = 3 Storage supports conditional write
Cornus (opt-
mization)

2.5 + 0 =
2.5

Leader of Paxos can forward a mes-
sage to coordinator

2PC (co-
location)

2 + 1 = 3 Participant coordinates replication

Cornus (co-
location)

2 + 0 = 2 Participant coordinates replication

Paxos Com-
mit / MDCC-
Classic

1.5 + 0 =
1.5

Participant coordinates replication;
Acceptors forward messages to co-
ordinator to learn from quorum

Table 1: Time complexity for protocols integrating with
Paxos or its variations
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Figure 11: Cornus and 2PC with customized storage

initiates the second round of Paxos using one RTT and then gets
back to the participant. Cornus can eliminate the coordinator log-
ging from the critical path which corresponds to 2 RTTs (one for a
participant communicating with the Paxos leader and one for the
second round of Paxos).

Cornus (optimization) refers to Cornus with optimization 1 dis-
cussed in Section 3.5. It can save the latency of logging acknowl-
edgment from Paxos leader to participant (0.5 RTT) by forwarding
the message to the coordinator. This optimization requires the stor-
age to be able to send the message to an extra recipient but the
replication details are still completely handled by the storage.

Cornus (co-location) and 2PC (co-location) represent the designs
that co-locates a participant with the Paxos leader, i.e., the par-
ticipant initiates the second round of Paxos by talking to all the
replicas directly instead of asking the leader to initiate the process.
Compared with naive Cornus and 2PC, this optimization can save
the 1 RTT of Paxos leader communicating with other acceptors.
However, this assumes that participants manage the replication
process explicitly.

Paxos Commit [38] and MDCC [44] are two related works intro-
duced in Section 2 and Section 6. MDCC-Classic refers to a protocol
in the paper following the framework of Paxos Commit. These
protocols apply all the optimizations discussed above. Specifically,
during the prepare phase, a participant directly talks to all acceptors
to log and all acceptors forward the logging acknowledgment to
the coordinator. The coordinator then learns all the votes from the
quorum. It can save 1 RTT for inter-replica communication and 0.5
RTT for logging acknowledgment sent from Paxos to coordinator

compared with Cornus. However, it also requires participant/coor-
dinator coordinating replication and acceptors forwarding logging
acknowledgement to the coordinator.

Besides the theoretical analysis, we also perform quantitative
evaluation of these protocols with a self-implemented disaggregated
storage and vary the number of replicas in the underlying storage.
We run the experiment in two situations — one with all replicas
in the same region (Figure 11a) and one with replicas distributed
across regions from US. East to US. West (Figure 11b). Overall, the
experiment results confirm the theoretical computation in Table 1
— the relative performance maps to the expected differences in
expected count of RTTs and the absolute improvement increases
as RTT increases. The performance difference also increases with
more replicas. The set of experiments demonstrate how much per-
formance may be sacrificed when treating the storage as a black
box with a consensus-agnostic abstraction as well as the poten-
tial optimization space with co-designing 2PC with consensus to
different degrees.

6 RELATEDWORK
This section describes related works on optimizing 2PC. We catego-
rize prior works into three categories: techniques reducing latency,
techniques addressing blocking, and codesign of 2PC and replica-
tion to address both problems.

6.1 Techniques Reducing Latency

Centralized Logging. Centralized logging asks the coordinator to
log for all participants on behalf of them to reduce latency. A line of
previous work follows this idea including coordinator log [55, 56],
implicit yes vote [20], and Lee and Yeom’s protocol [46]. The main
idea is to have each participant send its logwith its acknowledgment
of its prepare request to the coordinator. The coordinator force
writes those acknowledgments to its log along with its commit
decision so that it eliminates the logging latency in prepare phase.
However, as discussed in Section 5.6, these designs increase the size
of acknowledgment, increase the complexity of recovery, and raise
security concerns as they violate site autonomy.
Early Prepare During Execution. Another technique to reduce
2PC latency is to let participants prepare during execution so that
a transaction can skip the prepare phase at commit time. Many
previous works incorporate this idea to reduce the commit la-
tency [20, 46, 55, 56]. For example, in Early Prepare (EP) [55], each
participant forces a prepare record before replying to the coordina-
tor on receiving a work request during execution. It also requires
the coordinator to record the identity of the participant in the log
before sending the work request. However, if the transaction ac-
cesses more than one partition or requests for each partition cannot
be batched into one request, EP needs to pay more logging in the
critical path than 2PC.

To address this issue, subsequent works try to combine this
technique with centralized logging or decentralized decision. For
example, implicit yes vote [20] applies both centralized log and early
prepare. It asks participant to piggyback its log in the acknowledge-
ment of every work request and treats the acknowledgement as
an implicit yes vote. However, it still suffers from the limitations
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of centralized log discussed above and additionally restrict the de-
sign of concurrency control. For example, protocols like optimistic
concurrency control and two-phase locking with wound-wait [25]
need to be carefully redesigned since a participant may abort after
sending the acknowledgement at the end of execution phase [19].
Speculative Pre-Commit. If a transaction that has entered the pre-
pare phase is unlikely to abort due to system crashes, the database
can speculatively presume commit in the prepare phase. Specifi-
cally, a transaction can let others read its pre-committed data while
waiting for the log to be persistent. Many previous works [8, 33,
37, 43, 54] have studied this optimization known as early lock re-
lease [43] and controlled lock violation [37]. In Section 5.6, we have
shown this optimization can be applied to both 2PC and Cornus
leading to similar throughput improvement and latency reduction.

6.2 Techniques Addressing Blocking

Extra Network Roundtrip. Skeen [53] gave necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for a correct non-blocking commit protocol, known
as the fundamental nonblocking theorem. It proved that a fifth state
in addition to initial, wait, abort, and commit can be added to avoid
blocking with the same assumptions made in 2PC. Adding this state
requires one more network round trip, resulting in a three-phase
commit (3PC) protocol. Although it solves the blocking issue, 3PC
magnifies the problem of latency delay in 2PC.
Extra Message Count. Some protocols decrease the chance of
blocking by asking each site to broadcast the messages upon receiv-
ing. EasyCommit [41] solves the blocking problem by requiring
each participant to forward the decision to other participants be-
fore logging it. However, the protocol satisfies the atomic commit
properties only if at least one participant receives the forwarded
message before the sender flushes the decision to its log. It also in-
troduces extra messages during normal execution and increases the
complexity when failure happens. Babaoglu and Toueg [24] propose
a non-blocking atomic commit protocol based on 2PC. It applies
three strategies: (1) synchronizing clocks on different sites so that
out-of-time messages can be ignored; (2) having participants for-
ward the decision to other participants upon receiving the message
from the coordinator; and (3) presuming abort instead of running a
termination protocol upon timeout. The first two strategies enable
the last to avoid blocking. However, the protocol introduces more
communication in the absence of failure, and it relies on synchro-
nized clocks, a non-trivial requirement for real-world applications.

6.3 Co-design of 2PC and Replication
Many prior works optimize 2PC through the co-design of 2PC and
replication protocols (e.g., Paxos) to solve latency and blocking prob-
lems at the time. Gray and Lamport [38] proposed Paxos Commit,
which is a theoretical framework for optimizing 2PC and Paxos with
a space of optimizations. It proposed some Paxos-specific optimiza-
tions such as pre-preparing acceptors and piggybacking messages
of 2PC and Paxos. Several implementations followed the spirit of
Paxos Commit and made adaption for their scenarios [44, 65].

Kraska et al. [44] introduced Multi Data Center Consistency
(MDCC). It assumes resource manager and Paxos leader are co-
located on the same site so that it can piggyback the messages of
Paxos with 2PC requests to save message roundtrips. They also
propose a leaderless version combining 2PC and Fast Paxos. This
version assumes that each acceptor can perform conflict detection
for optimistic concurrency control independently and produce the
same validation result. It can further reduce latency when conflicts
are rare. Moreover, it optimizes for commutative operations by
using update intents ("options") instead of the actual updates.

A recent work of parallel commit protocol [17, 61] in Cock-
roachDB (CRDB) [57] uses primary copy replication based on Raft
to determine whether the commit operation is completed. It co-
locates the leader of Raft with participants (resource manager)
while Cornus elevates this check to an external wrapper over cloud
storage, whose replication algorithm is a black box.

Zhang et al. [65] introduced TAPIR. It used a customized repli-
cation protocol, Inconsistent Replication, to relax consistency in
storage replicas and relies on application protocols to resolve in-
consistencies. Mahmoud et al. [48] proposed a Replicated Commit
protocol that runs 2PC at different data centers. It uses Paxos to
reach consensus across data centers to determine if a transaction
should commit. Yan et al.’s Carousel [63] runs 2PC in parallel with
the execution phase and state replication, but assumes the read
and write key sets are known in advance. Fan et al. [36] combines
concurrency control, transaction commit, and replication in a single
protocol to better utilize data locality and reduce cross-data center
networks.

Finally, deterministic databases [34, 35, 47, 51, 58, 59] take a dras-
tically different approach to handle 2PC and replication. Instead
of treating computation nodes and storage service as horizontally
separated layers, a deterministic database vertically partitions the
cluster into replicas, and ensures consistency across replicas by run-
ning the same input transactions deterministically in all the replicas
such that they produce identical results. Deterministic databases
also simplify 2PC since only the inputs of transactions are made
persistent and no logging happens during transaction execution.
Compared to 2PC and Cornus, deterministic databases have sev-
eral limitations. For example, transactions need to be one-shot (i.e.,
cannot support multiple interactions with the DBMS); transactions
must run in batches such that a single long-running transaction
prolongs response time for the entire batch; most deterministic
databases (except Aria [47]) require knowing the read/write sets of
transactions before execution.

7 CONCLUSION
We proposed Cornus, a protocol optimizing 2PC for storage disag-
gregation, an architecture widely used by modern cloud databases.
Cornus solves both the long latency and the blocking problem in 2PC
by leveraging the new features provided by the architecture. We
formally proved the correctness of Cornus (in technical report [40])
and evaluated it on top of practical storage services including Redis
and Azure Blob Storage. Our evaluations on YCSB show a speedup
of up to 1.9× in latency. This work was supported in part by Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF) under grant IIS-2144588. Zhihan
Guo is supported by Microsoft Research Fellowship.
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